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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates data collected on twitter which references the Yankees or Red Sox
during the 2020 Major League Baseball (MLB) season. The objective is to analyze the
sentiment of tweets referencing the Yankees and Red Sox over the course of the season. In
addition, an investigation of the networks within the data and the topics that were prevalent
will be conducted. The 2020 MLB season was started late because of the COVID-19
pandemic and was a season like no other. The expectation of a dataset revolving around
baseball is that the topics discussed would be about baseball. The findings from the 2020
season is that most of the topics were revolving around the COVID-19 pandemic and other
political events. The average sentiment score of tweets talking about the Yankees and Red
Sox was positive. Tweets talking about the Red Sox were slightly more positive than tweets
talking about the Yankees. Performance of the teams seems to not have a strong effect on the
sentiment score because the Yankees had a better season than the Red Sox and yet Red Sox
sentiment was higher. This paper provides an overview of twitter dialog about these two
teams.
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INTRODUCTION
My thesis uses Twitter data to explore the sentiment of individuals talking about the Yankees
or Red Sox over the course of the 2020 major league baseball season. My objective was to
answer three main questions: How will performance effect the online dialog of Yankees and
Red Sox fans? What do Yankees and Red Sox fans talk about during the season? How will the
Covid-19 pandemic affect the conversations of Yankees and Red Sox fans?
I chose to use Twitter because its sentiment data is easily accessible and analyzable. Sending
out a survey to capture sentiment would be impractical and impossible to get enough data
points. There are still limitations when using Twitter, but using this data captures a lot more
voices, which provides a more robust and clearer picture about the sentiment of a particular
fanbase.
I focused on the Yankees and Red Sox because of their long-standing historic rivalry, which
many consider the greatest rivalry in American sports. The Yankees have 3.4 million
followers on Twitter and the Red Sox have 2.1 million followers on twitter. (Twitter) Both of
these teams have a lot of people interested in them on Twitter, which ensured that there would
be a large sample of data for my analysis. Looking at the sentiment over the course of the
season provides good insight into three different aspects. The first, provides insight into these
two fanbases. It allows a look about how these fans react to the good and the bad throughout
the season. It also provides a general overview of how these fanbases view their teams. The
second kind of insight is into the rivalry between these two teams. As I mentioned above, the
Yankees and Red Sox rivalry is considered the greatest rivalry in American sports. The
comparison of findings between Yankees and Red Sox fans provides a good basis of a
comparison of fanbases in any rivalry. Lastly, this study provides good insight into sports fans
in general. The methodology and findings in this study could be applied to other fanbases
throughout sports to find insights about sentiment regarding other teams.
This project was supposed to be completed over the course of a 162 game MLB season, but
due to the Covid-19 pandemic it was cut short. The MLB did not start on time and the season
ended up being shortened to a 60-game season that took place from July 23rh to September
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30th. This placed certain limitations on my project. I was not able to collect data for the whole
season, which would have given me a full picture on how fans react over the course of a
normal MLB season. The reduced season still did provide good insights, but another study
will have to be done to determine if my findings from this season are comparable to a full
season.
The other limitation on my project was that because of Covid-19 all major sports were put on
hold. The NHL and NBA season were also delayed. Around the time that the MLB started to
play, so did the NHL and the NBA. Three of the Four major sports were playing all at one
time and the NHL and NBA were at the end of their seasons and heading into the playoffs.
This created a limitation because usually in the middle of the baseball season, baseball is the
only professional sport that is playing games. Due to the pandemic, it was one of three sports.
This may have affected the attention baseball received on twitter. Had this not been the case, I
may have had different findings in my analysis. This is another reason that a follow up study
during a normal year should be conducted to confirm my findings.

LITERATURE REVIEW
A literature review was conducted to find other projects that were done before mine that had
similar elements. I used these past projects for guidance on how to form my research and
analysis in my thesis. The paper that most closely resembled what I was trying to do with my
project is titled “World Cup 2014 in the Twitter World: A Big Data Analysis of Sentiments in
U.S. Sports Fans’ Tweets” by Yang Yu and Xiao Wang. The goal of their analysis was to
collect tweets from U.S. soccer fans during the World Cup in 2014. They collected tweets
from 3 games that the United States played in that World Cup and aimed to measure the
sentiment (how positive or negative the tweets were) during all the games. They found that
“U.S. fans’ emotional reactions to their own teams’ loss or draw, and the number of the U.S.
sports fans’ negative emotions of anger and fear, increased when the opponents scored and
decreased when the U.S. team scored.” (Yu and Wang). They also discovered that when U.S.
sports fans were watching other games in the World Cup “the amount of negative emotions
was much lower and remained constant throughout the games. On the other hand, their tweets
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showed more positive emotions.” (Yu and Wang) Their findings are very consistent to what
one would expect, but their methodology was interesting. I took elements from their project
and used them for my project. Instead of analyzing sentiment for one game, I wanted to
consider sentiment over the course of a season.

The next paper that I looked at was “Social Media and Sports Marketing: Examining the
Motivations and Constraints of Twitter Users” by Chad Witkempter, Choong Hoon Lim, and
Adia Waldburger. This paper investigated the motivations and constraints of people to follow
sports figures and teams on twitter. This study found that the four main motivators for
following sports figures on Twitter were information motivation, entertainment motivation,
pass-time motivation, and fanship motivation. Information motivation is the motivation of
people to use Twitter to get information. Entertainment motivation is the motivation of people
to use Twitter to be entertained. Pass-time motivation is the motivation of people to use
Twitter to pass time. Lastly, fanship motivation is the motivation of people to use twitter
because they are a fan of a team and they want to see content from that team. The study also
concludes that the best way to increase customer relationships with their fans is to make it
easy for fans to follow the teams and players on social media. Once fans are on twitter they
tend to interact with the teams and players. While the objective of this project is not similar to
the objective of my project, it helps me to understand why people use twitter to follow sports
figures and teams. This knowledge is a beneficial background for my thesis.

I also researched factors that contribute to fans following a certain sports account. The paper
“Consumer Interest in Major League Baseball: An Analytical Modeling of Twitter” by
Nicholas Watanabe, Grace Yang, and Brian Sorbbing helped answer this question. They took
data from 29 of 30 Major League Baseball teams (they dropped the Blue Jays because they
are from Toronto) and analyzed what factors lead to their twitter accounts being followed or
not followed. They found that “every seven favorites [“like” feature on Twitter] produced by
an MLB team account, there will be an increase of about one follower, reinforcing favorites as
a major tool to create effective reciprocity among sport social media consumers. Furthermore,
Tweetshave no statistical relationship in either model, suggesting that the simple act of
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tweeting may not be as important. This finding echoes the hypothesis presented by Myers that
users may not merely regard team accounts as centers of information. Rather, they are more
attracted to individualized recognition and interactions offered by a team account favoriting
user-generated content.” (Yan, Soebbing, and Watanabe) The key takeaway from the paper is
that fans on Twitter value interaction more than they do information. The more the team
account interacts with the fans; the more the fans interact with the team account. These
findings are helpful in understanding Twitter behavior by fans.

The behavior of athletes on twitter was analyzed by the paper “Look Who’s Talking—
Athletes on Twitter: A Case Study” by Ann Pegoraro. The author goes into detail about how
Twitter is a platform that allows coaches, athletes, and other sports team personnel to get
closer to their fans than ever before. The real question is how these players and coaches are
using the platform. The paper indicates “that athletes are talking predominantly about their
personal lives and responding to fans’ queries through Twitter” (Pegoraro). This study is
looking at topics and sentiment from the players’ side. I look to accomplish the same thing in
my study, but from the perspective of fans and spectators

Since I am doing my research on Twitter activity from people talking about the Yankees and
Red Sox, I did some background research on the Yankees and Red Sox rivalry. The book
“Red Sox Vs. Yankees: The Great Rivalry” by Harvey and Frederic Frommer investigates this
historied rivalry from the beginning. The rivalry began in 1920 when the Red Sox sold Babe
Ruth to the Yankees for $125,000, so that the Red Sox owner could finance his own
Broadway play. Since the sale of Babe Ruth, the Yankees have won 26 World Series, while
the Red Sox did not win during the next 84 years. This was the start of the great rivalry
between the Yankees and Red Sox. The draught of championships by the Red Sox was known
as “The Curse of the Great Bambino”. It was not until 2004 when the Red Sox finally won
another World Series, and the curse was broken. The Yankees and Red Sox rivalry budded
into the most prolific rivalry in all of American sports. There is immense hatred between
Yankees and Red Sox fans for the opposing team and for each other. This is the reason that
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comparing these two fanbases interactions on Twitter is the goal of my thesis. These two
fanbases are equally passionate about their team and equal hatred of the opposite team.

SEASON OVERVIEW
Before I go into talking about my project and the findings of the project, I think it is important
to go into how the season went for both the Yankees and the Red Sox. It is important to
understand how the seasons went for these teams, so that it is easier to understand the results
of my study and sentiment analysis. Coming into 2020, the Yankees had very high hopes and
many analysts had them as the favorites to win the World Series. During the previous three
years they had made it to the American League Championship Series (the semi-finals) twice
and the American League Division Series (the quarterfinals) once. In the two years prior that
the Yankees made it to the American League Championship Series, they were only a win
away from going to the World Series. In the offseason prior to the 2020 season, the Yankees
signed Gerrit Cole to a massive 9 year, $324 million dollar contract. (SpoTrac). He is widely
considered one of the best pitchers in baseball and was considered by many to be the piece
that would finally win the Yankees a World Series. This season was considered World Series
or bust for the Yankees.

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the season started off a lot later than intentioned. The season
was reduced to only 60-games compared to the usual 162 games. This did not affect the
Yankees right out of the gate. They won 16 out of their first 22 games and looked like the
team that was considered a favorite to win the World Series. (ESPN) After the first 22 games,
they started to sputter a bit and ended up having a couple of losing streaks. This continued for
the rest of the season and they ended up finishing in second place in their division behind the
Tampa Bay Rays. These struggles were mostly due to some of their star players getting hurt
and overall, not great play. The Yankees did not look like the team they were supposed to be
after their hot start ended. They did end up going to the playoffs and winning the first round to
ultimately end up losing in the second round to the Tampa Bay Rays. Many considered this a
disappointing season because it fell short of expectations.
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The Red Sox on the other hand did not come into the season with very high expectations. Two
years ago, the Red Sox won 108 games out of the 162 games and won the World Series. That
Red Sox team was one of the best teams of all time based on the record and the stats that team
put up. In 2019, expectations around the Red Sox were still very high, but they fell flat on
their face. The 2019 Red Sox only won 84 games and came in third place in the division
behind the Yankees and Rays. It is because of this that the expectations coming into 2020
were not that high. In the offseason, the Red Sox also traded away Mookie Betts arguably
their best player to the Los Angeles Dodgers. The move was because Mookie Betts was in a
contract year and the owner of the Red Sox did not want to pay him a massive contract, so he
traded him away while he still could get something in return for him. With those combination
of things, the Red Sox season was not forecasted to be a good one. They were expected to
finish behind the Yankees and Rays in the division and not make the playoffs for a second
year in a row.

The season went even worse than expected for the Red Sox. The team struggled right from the
start and never got any better as the season went on. They started off losing 18 of their first 24
games and ended up finishing dead last of the division with a record 24-36. They posted
historically horrible pitching statistics and were an overall bad team. The expectations for this
team were not high, but they were not expected to finish in dead last place. It was another
disappointing season for the Red Sox.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research portion of my project was broken down into two major parts. The first part being
the review of academic literature around the topic of my project. The other portion of research
that I conducted was an analysis of twitter data collected from people talking about the
Yankees and Red Sox. The goal of this was to see how Yankees and Red Sox fans react over
the course of the season. The main goal of my project is understanding the sentiment from the
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data that I collected and to understand other identifying information about the people tweeting
about the Yankees or Red Sox.

Pre-Data Collection
Prior to the data collection phase of my project, I needed to first set the goals of what I wanted
to collect. I knew that I wanted to look at sentiment of Yankees and Red Sox fans over a
season, but the question was how I was going to achieve this. Working with Professor Kevin
Mentzer, we decided that the best way to go about the collection of data that I needed was to
pull twitter data. Sending out a survey every week was not practical, and I would not have
enough people to be able to give the survey to. Using twitter data opened other avenues for
my project as well. The main goal was to collect data about the online dialog around the two
teams, but by collecting twitter data, I could also get other information about these people. I
would be able to see who these people were and other details that would make for some
interesting insights within my project. The combination of availability of twitter data and the
extra information I could collect from this data was what made this collection method the
choice for my project.

To collect the data, I needed to create a “Twitter listener”. Collecting historical tweets is
difficult and costly due to rate limits. The only practical way to grab twitter data is to write
code for a “Twitter listener”, which grabs tweets as they are being sent out. This means that
this program needs to run constantly to continually collect the tweets needed. The first step in
doing this is getting permission through Twitter API. Since there are privacy implications at
stake when collecting data from Twitter, everyone must apply and get approval to do this. I
applied on the Twitter API website and reported that this collection was for academic
purposes. In a couple days I was approved to start collecting the data that I needed for my
project.
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Collection of Data
After I was approved by the Twitter API to collect tweets, I now needed to write code inorder to collect the tweets I needed. The coding process was done via Python. Python is a
coding platform and the reason I used Python for this project was because it has an add-on
called Tweepy. Tweepy is needed because it makes “it easier to use the twitter streaming api
by handling authentication, connection, creating and destroying the session, reading incoming
messages, and partially routing messages (Tweepy).” Prior to this project, I had very little
coding experience with Python. I worked very closely with Professor Mentzer for the writing
of my code. He had previously done a similar project with political tweets, so I was able to
use his code for that project and modify it to get the tweets I needed to collect. The final code
to collect tweets looked like this:

This code collects all the following fields for my data set:
•

Hashtags- The hashtags that appear in the text of a tweet
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•

Tweet ID- The individual ID assigned to every tweet

•

Created at- The time the tweet was created

•

Text- The actual tweet itself

•

Name- The handle the person uses on Twitter (ex. @Yankees)

•

User- The name the person uses on Twitter besides their handle

•

User ID- The ID given to each user

•

User Location- Where the user is from

•

User Description- The description the user puts in their bio

•

User Followers- The amount of other Twitter users that follow the user

•

User Friends- The amount of people the user follows

•

User Created- When the users account was created

•

User favorites- The number of favorites the user has

•

User Verified- If the user is verified or not

•

User Status- The amount of posts that user has

The collection of this data was constant throughout the entire baseball season. Since only live
tweets can be collected this code had to be running for about the two months plus of the
season. There were times when it stopped for a couple of hours, but if that happened, I would
turn it back on as soon as I noticed that it had stopped. The tweets that were collected were
thrown into a .csv file and a .json file. That way the data would be in a manageable format to
in order to analyze it when I was done.
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Analysis of Data
The next step was the analysis of the data that I collected. This analysis was mostly done in
Python with some tasks being done in SAS. My analysis had three main goals. The first goal
was to provide an overview of the data collected. I thought it would be interesting to see who
is tweeting about the Yankees and Red Sox. There are a lot of different metrics like verified,
name, and user description in the data set that help answer this question. The overview portion
of my analysis was also used to answer any miscellaneous questions that I had.

The second part of my analysis was a topic analysis of the tweets I collected. A topic analysis
is an analysis of all the topics in the dataset. What a topic analysis does is look at all the
tweets and then comes up with a user indicated number of topics that appear in the tweets that
were collected. The goal of this is to see what most of the discussion is about in the data set. It
provides insights to what people were talking about when tweeting about the Yankees and
Red Sox during the season. I did this analysis in both SAS and Python. I ended up using the
Python version of this analysis because it provided the best results. I was also able to use this
analysis to find the most used words in the dataset and come up with a word cloud of
prevalent themes.

The last part of my analysis was the sentiment analysis. This portion was the most important
part of my project. A sentiment analysis looks at the emotion of every tweet in the data set
and sees if it is positive or negative by assigning it a number from -1 to 1. The closer to -1 the
more negative the tweet is and the closer to 1 the more positive the tweet is. If the tweet is
scored at 0 it means it has neutral sentiment. This allowed me to see how people were feeling
about the Yankees and Red Sox at different parts of the season. For example, if there was a
long losing streak for one of the teams, I could find the average sentiment score during that
time and find out if fans were reacting negatively or positively. I was able to break up my
sentiment score in a variety of ways for my project. The first way was looking at the entire
season. This was a measure of the overall tone of tweets for the Yankees and Red Sox over
the course of the season. I also broke the sentiment score by day, which allowed me to
correlate specific events throughout the season to certain positive or negative sentiment found
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in tweets. Lastly, I was able to find the sentiment scores of the different topics I found. This
allowed me to see which topics were positively and negatively talked about.

OVERVIEW OF DATA
After my data collection was finished, I was then able to analyze the data set I had collected.
The data set ended up having 1,155,431 records from the time the season started until just
after the Yankees were eliminated from the playoffs. I originally was going to cut off the
study at the end of the regular season, but I thought it would be interesting to see the
sentiment into the playoffs as well until the Yankees got eliminated. The first step in the
process was to breakout the data into the number of people that mentioned the Yankees, Red
Sox, both teams, or neither team. The breakout ended up looking like this:

After consulting the findings, I decided to eliminate the tweets that mentioned neither the
Yankees nor the Red Sox. The new sample of data contained 927,481 tweets. The results of
this break down are surprising as there is such a difference between the tweets that were
collected for the Yankees and Red Sox. The tweets collected for the Yankees were almost 4x
as much as the tweets collected for the Red Sox. This may be due to a variety of reasons, I
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hypothesize that since the Red Sox were counted out at the beginning of the season their fans
may not have had as much interest compared to seasons when they had high expectations. The
rest of my analysis uses this break down to compare the data collected for each of these
teams.

Verified vs. Non-Verified Accounts:
An important distinction on twitter is between verified and non-verified accounts. A verified
account is one that is owned by someone of public interest or fame that it is authenticated.
This prevents people from creating an account as a public figure and impersonating them. In
the case of this study, most of the verified accounts are creditable sports news source accounts
such as ESPN or MLB Network that are tweeting about the Yankees or Red Sox. It is
important to understand how many of each type of account represents the total data in my data
set. It is assumed that verified accounts will tweet different types of messages than nonverified accounts will. That is why it is important to breakout the verified from non-verified
accounts. The breakout of verified to non-verified accounts in my data looks like this:
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Verified accounts make up about 2% of my total data, while non-verified accounts make up
about 98% of my data. Even though verified accounts only make up 2% of my total data, the
sample of verified accounts is 19,217, which is sufficient data points to perform more analysis
on them. Now that I have the percentages for the verified and non-verified data, I can break
out the verified accounts into talking about the Yankees, Red Sox, or both. The breakout of
that looks like this:

The breakout for the number of verified tweets per team follows the pattern of the breakout
per team of the whole data. The amount of verified accounts tweets that talk about the
Yankees are much higher than the verified account tweets that talk about the Red Sox.
Distinct Accounts
Another important thing to look at within the data set is how many distinct accounts are
tweeting about the Yankees or Red Sox. Distinct accounts are accounts that are unique in the
dataset. Every account that appears in the data set will only be counted once no matter how
many times that account tweeted. The benefit of filtering to only distinct accounts is that gives
a better sense of what kind of community is represented in the data set. There could be one
account that has tweeted 1 million times and if that was not known, then I would conclude
that the data would mean something completely different than if I knew that only one person
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was sending out those tweets. I ran an analysis on how many distinct accounts there were by
breaking it out into the Yankees, Red Sox, or both. Here are the results that I found:

There were 285,080 accounts that produced the total 927,481 tweets within the dataset. This
means that on average an account tweeted 3.25x over the course of the season. Of course, this
does not hold completely true for every account as some many have tweeted 10 times and
others only 1 once. This just shows that there are 285,080 unique people that talked about the
Yankees and Red Sox this season.

At a team level, the Yankees had 211,790 distinct accounts that are represented in the
database. There were 729,021 tweets captured in the data set talking about the Yankees, so
that means that accounts tweeting about the Yankees tweeted an average of 3.44x during the
season. The Red Sox had 63,209 distinct accounts tweeting about them out of the total
186,594 tweets collected for them. This means that accounts tweeting about the Red Sox
averaged tweeted about them 2.95x during the season. This tells me that percentage wise there
were more of the same people tweeting about the Yankees, then the same people tweeting
about the Red Sox. Accounts that tweet about the Yankees seem to have more to say just
based on this analysis.
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Network Analysis
A social network is defined as “a set of nodes (or network members) that are tied by one or
more types of relations.” (Martin and Wellman) A social network analysis takes a set of data
and forms clusters of social networks from it. In the case of my project, the social network is
made from retweets in my data set. A retweet is when someone on Twitter shares a post from
someone else on twitter. Retweets create a connection between these two people and when
there are a lot of retweets it creates a network of a bunch of people.

From my network analysis, I was able to generate the top accounts that were retweeted in my
data set. The top 10 can be seen here:

The “outdegree” column in this tables represents the number of accounts in my data set that
retweeted at least one of the tweets from the top accounts. The biggest surprise on this list is
that Donald Trump is the number one retweeted account in my data set. The reason this is the
case is because early in the season Donald Trump tweeted out that he was going to throw out
the first pitch at one of the Yankees games. This ultimately did not happen, but the tweets got
so much attention on Twitter and explains why he was the most retweeted account in a data
set of tweets talking about the Yankees and Red Sox.
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Another surprising finding from this list is that the Red Sox are the #8 retweeted account in
the data set, but the Yankees are ranked #279. This is surprising because there are
significantly more tweets talking about the Yankees in the data set. You would expect that the
Yankees Twitter account would get more retweets than the Red Sox Twitter account. I have
found no real explanation for this, but I hypothesize that maybe the Red Sox Twitter account
puts out more retweet-able tweets than the Yankees account. This is something to investigate
in a subsequent study.

The picture above represents the 5 main clusters in my data set. This is the network that was
created from all retweets in my data. I classified teach of these 5 clusters as follows:
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The black and red clusters represent accounts that talk about the Yankees and Red Sox. In the
black cluster there are accounts like “bryanhoch”, who is a Yankee’s beat reporter, and
“newsbronx”, which is a Bronx news twitter account that tweets about the Yankees a lot. In
the red cluster, the Red Sox account appears and so does “guerinaustin”, a Red Sox beat
reporter, and “nesn”, the network the Red Sox play on. The interesting thing about the black
and red clusters is that there is a lot of overlapping. This means that people in these clusters
are retweeting the same things.

The green cluster is what I call the influencer cluster. Two accounts that appear in this cluster
are “rexchapman” and “juddapatow”. Rex Chapman is a twitter influencer that posts a lot of
videos that a lot of people retweet. Judd Apatow is a famous director/producer, and he has a
large following on Twitter. These accounts in this cluster have nothing to do with the Yankees
or Red Sox, but these accounts are followed by a lot of twitter users in general.

The yellow cluster is what I called the politics cluster. Donald Trump and other political
accounts are found within this cluster. Aubrey Huff, a former baseball player, is in this cluster
as well because he is very outspoken about his political opinions. This is a major cluster
within the data set because throughout the season there were a lot of political discussions in
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the country and there were tweets in the data set that also were discussing these same political
topics.

The last cluster is the Orange cluster. I could not classify this cluster because this was a
cluster of a bunch of random accounts. I investigated why these accounts could be joined in a
cluster and I could not find a defined reason. I decided to call this cluster the random account
cluster.

TOPIC ANALYSIS
The next type of analysis that I did on my data was a topic analysis. A topic analysis is an
analysis that looks at all the texts fields (tweets in this case) in the data set and then produces
a specified amount of topics that all the individual data points can be put into. The topics that
this analysis comes back with are just a couple individual words and then the user must
synthesize what these topics mean. All the data points have one and only topic that it falls
into.

The first step in this analysis was to figure out what the most prevalent words throughout all
the tweets in the data set were. To figure this out, I used python to create a word cloud and a
graph of the most prominent words. These figures looked like this:
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Both graphics show the most prominent words that are found within the tweets that were
collected in the dataset. The word cloud highlights the prominent words in the dataset. These
prominent words include “China”, “Virus”, “Scheduled”, “Meeting”, “New York”, and
“Strong”. Most of these words are referring to the Covid-19 pandemic. The season was
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delayed due to the pandemic and throughout the season there were many stoppages of play
because of different players and team personnel testing positive. It was a big topic being
discussed around baseball and it evidently was a big topic being discussed by people who
were tweeting about the Yankees and Red Sox. I also do find it interesting that one of the big
words was “New York”. The data set did collect a lot more tweets talking about the Yankees
than Red Sox, but I would have expected to see a big “Red Sox” or “Boston” in this word
cloud. If you do look closer at the word cloud, you will that there are a bunch of players
names that are a bit smaller. Some of these names include “Luke Voit”, “Gerrit Cole”, “Clint
Frazier”, “Aaron Judge”, etc. These are all players for the Yankees and there are no players
for the Red Sox listed here. This is another example of how the Yankees are more represented
in this dataset than the Red Sox.

The bar chart shows the most frequent words in the dataset by count. The most frequent word
used by far is “Yankees”. This aligns with the fact that tweets about the Yankees represents
the highest percentage of data points in the set. It is surprising that “Red Sox” is only the third
most used word in the dataset. For these tweets to be collected, they needed to have the words
Yankees or Red Sox in them. It would be an assumption that the words “Yankees” and “Red
Sox” would represent the top two spots in terms of word frequency. Other words in the top 10
like “game”, “baseball”, “season”, and “win” all were related to the actual sport of baseball.
This is to be expected in the tweets. “Trump” and “virus” were also both highly mentioned.
The reason they were mentioned so much revolves around Covid-19 and the fact that Donald
Trump was going to throw out the first pitch at a Yankees game.

For the actual topic analysis, I used a Latent Dirichlet Allocation to generate all the topics in
the dataset. To generate the proper number of topics I used coherence score to figure out the
optimal number of topics to generate. This was all done in python. The optimal number of
topics was determined to be 18. The coherence score for 18 topics was about .4. This is
considered a little low, but this is because tweets do not hold that many words. This causes the
coherence score to be a bit lower than it should be. The diagram for my 18 topics is as
follows:
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Of the 18 topics in my dataset, most of them were hard to interpret based on the words within
them. There are 5 specific topics that were identified as meaningful within the data set. These
topics were topics 1, 3, 7, 9, and 13.

Topic 1 discusses the Black Lives Matter movement. Early on in 2020 baseball season, the
Black Lives Matter movement was going on. There was much discussion in the data set about
this topic. The Red Sox also put a big Black Lives Matter banner outside their stadium. This
was also heavily discussed in this data set.
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Topic 3 was the most coherent baseball topic. In other topics, there were baseball words that
appeared, but it was not clear that those topics were specifically discussing baseball. Topic 3
was just baseball words. The tweets in this topic were talking about different games and
players throughout the season. I would have expected to see more topics that revolved solely
around baseball in this data set.
Topic 7 was about COVID-19. This was a rather big topic within my dataset. The season was
delayed and greatly affected by the pandemic. There were various points within the season
that games had to be postponed and moved because one team had players with COVID-19. It
was a heavily discussed topic within my data set on Twitter. This is not much of a surprise
because COVID-19 was being discussed by everyone globally, so I would not expect it to be
different in Red Sox and Yankee’s circles.

Topic 9 was about players kneeling for the national anthem. As discussed from topic 1, there
was a lot of Black Lives Matter discussion within my data set. Players were planning to kneel
for the national anthem early in the season to show their support for this movement. As a
result of this, it was heavily discussed in my data set. There were couple players on both the
Yankees and Red Sox who did end up kneeling to show their support for the movement.

Topic 13 was about the Donald Trump first pitch. As mentioned earlier, Trump tweeted out
that he was going to throw a first pitch at a Yankees game. This ultimately did not end up
happening, but it received a lot of attention on Twitter. This was the largest topic within my
data set. Donald Trump is a very polarizing figure, which caused a lot of people tweet about
this topic.

I was very surprised at the findings of my topic analysis. I was expecting to more topics
revolving around baseball. Most of the more understandable topics I found were discussing
current politics and the COVID-19 pandemic. The 2020 MLB season happened during a time
with a lot going on in the world and the country, which helps explain why there were nonbaseball topics. In a normal year, I would expect to see more baseball-based topics.
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SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
The last part of my analysis was a sentiment analysis. A sentiment analysis looks at a section
of text and scores it based on the emotion of the text. The rating scale is from -1 to 1. The
closer the score is to -1 the more negative that sentiment is. The closer the score is to 1 the
more positive that sentiment. If the score is close to or at 0, then it means that there was
neutral sentiment. The analysis uses machine learning and English language processing to
understand the connotation of certain words and phrases and applies this to the text it
analyzes. This is a key analysis for my project because my data set was made up of tweets and
this analysis allows me to understand the emotions of the data I collected. It also helps me
understand how people tweeting about the Yankees and Red Sox feel at certain points of the
season.
Season-Long Sentiment
The first breakdown of sentiment I looked at was the season long sentiment. Here are the
results of sentiment of tweets over the entire season for the Yankees, Red Sox, and tweets that
talked about both:

The key takeaway from the chart is that all three categories had a sentiment very close to 0.
They all were positive, but with a relatively weak positive score. All three categories were
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also very close to each other. The two main categories, the Yankees, and Red Sox, are
surprisingly close in sentiment. I do find it surprising that after such an awful season people
talking about the Red Sox were more positive, than people talking about the Yankees. This
could be due to expectations. The Red Sox were expected to not be good, while the Yankees
were expected to win a World Series and they feel short in that aspect. The sentiment could
also be affected by the topic of the tweet. In the previous section, I showed there were five
main topics in the dataset. Sentiment could differ based on topic being discussed. Later in the
paper, I will have the five main topics I discussed and the sentiment for each of these topics.
There can be no definitive conclusions drawn from this analysis to why the results came out
the way they did, but it is interesting to see how each of the categories scored throughout the
whole season.

Verified vs. Non-Verified Accounts Sentiment Analysis
The next breakdown of the sentiment analysis is between verified and non-verified accounts.
A verified account is one that is of public interest on Twitter. Twitter looks at accounts of
public interest and confirms who they say they are and then gives them a blue checkmark to
verify them. The verified accounts that talk about the Yankees and Red Sox are sports news
platforms. Some of these include ESPN, Fox Sports, MLB Network, CBS Sports, etc. The
expectation is that these accounts have more of a neutral sentiment. This is because they are
professional news sources. On the other hand, you would expect to see more positive or
negative sentiment from non-verified accounts because these are accounts of regular people
who could be fans of the Yankees, Red Sox, or baseball in general.
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The first figure shows the average sentiment broken down into verified and non-verified
accounts for each team. All the sentiment scores for each of the categories are very close to 0,
which means that they are all very neutral, even though they are all positive. There does not
seem to be much of a difference between the average sentiment between verified and non-
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verified accounts. The other important thing to look at is standard deviation. This is the
measure that tells us how far data points are from the average. Coming into this analysis I
would have expected to see a higher standard deviation for non-verified accounts because
these are accounts of fans, so I would expect these accounts to have a higher amount of tweets
that were highly positive or highly negative. While it does appear that non-verified Yankees
and Red Sox do have higher standard deviations than verified Yankees and Red Sox, the
difference seems to be very small. It also appears that the verified “Both” category has a
higher standard deviation than the non-verified both category.

The conclusion of this sentiment analysis breakdown is that verified vs non-verified does not
seem to affect the sentiment. I would have expected to see that non-verified accounts would
be more positive or negative than verified accounts, which I expected to be more neutral. The
result was that the average sentiment score and the standard deviation were about the same
between verified and non-verified accounts.
Sentiment Analysis by Day of Season
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Above, I broke out the average sentiment for tweets talking about the Yankees and Red Sox
each day over the course of the season. The x-axis represents the amount of days to the
playoffs. I picked four points in the season for the Yankees and Red Sox where I could
compare the sentiment with what happened on that day. The annotations below correspond
with the number on the graph.
Yankees Annotations:
1. July 25th, 2020: Yankees lost 9-2 to Nationals. President Trump announces plans to
throw out first pitch at Yankee Stadium
2. August 4th, 2020: Yankees are 8-1 on the season
3. August 31st, 2020: Yankees coming off double header win vs the Mets. Lose to the
Rays 5-2
4. October 7th, 2020: Yankees lose 8-4 to Rays. They are one game away from
elimination.
Red Sox Annotations:
1. July 30th, 2020: Red Sox beat the Mets 4-2. Second win in a row.
2. August 2nd, 2020: Red Sox lose to the Yankees. Get swept in series.
3. September 18th, 2020: Red Sox lose to the Yankees 6-5, but lead for most of the game.
4. October 11th, 2020: No specific reason identified.

Sentiment followed what I expected it to, based on what was happening to the Yankees and
Red Sox on a specific day. For example, point #1 on the Yankee’s line was the lowest average
sentiment for the Yankees over the season. On that day, the Yankees lost to the Nationals 9-2
and President Trump announced his plans to throw the first pitch at one of the Yankees
games. I would expect with the big loss that there would be negative sentiment. That was
combined with the Trump first pitch news, which many New Yorkers did not like too much. It
makes sense why sentiment was negative on that day. There were other points on the chart
that were more positive and corresponded with the Yankees and Red Sox winning. The
positive sentiment is expected when the teams win. The only fully unexplained point is point
#4 on the Red Sox line. This point occurred a week and a half into the playoffs, which the Red
Sox did not make. There was no identifiable reason to why Red Sox sentiment was negative
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on that day. Overall, sentiment remained mostly positive for these two teams every day of the
season. The jumps up or down of sentiment from day to day mainly correlated to wins and
losses by either team.

Binned Retweet Sentiment
Retweets are Twitter’s share feature. When one user tweets something, other users have the
option to “retweet” it and display it under their name. I expect that users retweet more
emotional charged tweets from other users. To investigate this, I separated regular tweets
from retweets and then binned sentiment to see the distribution of sentiment for regular tweets
and retweets. The categories for the sentiment were high negative (-1 to -.6), medium negative
(-.6 to -.3), low negative (-.3 to -.05), neutral (-.05 to .05), low positive (.05 to .3), medium
positive (.3 to .6), and high positive (.6 to 1). I then took the counts for regular tweets and
retweets for each of these categories:
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For both retweets and regular tweets, the graphs have a bell-shaped curve to them. This means
that the more positive or negative the tweets made up less of the tweets in the dataset. As the
sentiment got more neutral, the count of tweets went up. There are more tweets with neutral
sentiment in the data set, then tweets that are highly negative or high positive. It is also
surprising that there is not difference in distribution of sentiment between retweets and regular
tweets. I was expecting that retweets would have higher tweet counts that were high negative
or high positive.
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Sentiment for Topics
In the topic analysis portion of the paper, I focused on five different topics within the data set.
I took those five topics that I focused on and ran a sentiment analysis of the tweets that fell in
those topics. The average sentiment for each of the topics is as follows:

All the topics that I focused on averaged a positive sentiment score. The most surprising
finding is that topic 7, which is the COVID-19 topic, has highest positive score out of the five
topics. I would expect tweets talking about the COVID-19 pandemic would average a
negative sentiment score. Not only is the sentiment positive, but it is the highest positive
sentiment out of all the topics I focused on. I am also surprised that topic 13, which is the
topic about Donald Trump’s first pitch, also has a positive sentiment score. When Trump
announced he was throwing out a first pitch, it seemed like everyone had such a negative
opinion about it. On Twitter, that was not the reality as tweets about this topic averaged a
positive score. The sentiment scores for the topics followed the tread of the whole data, which
was a slightly positive sentiment score.
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, my thesis came away with a couple key takeaways. It was interesting that over
the course of the 2020 season there were almost 4x as many tweets collected in my dataset
talking about the Yankees than the Red Sox. From my experience and research, I found that
both fanbases are very similar in passion and interest in their teams. I would expect that the
count of the tweets talking about either team would be closer. The only explanation I have is
that the Red Sox had such low expectations going into the season that maybe their fans were
not as interested this season. On the opposite side, the Yankees were expected to win the
World Series, so it is possible that this created more conversation on Twitter about them.

It was also interesting how the most retweeted account in my data set was Donald Trump’s
account. He is the president, but in a dataset revolving around the Yankees and Red Sox it is
not expected that he would have the most retweeted account. I attribute this mainly to the
controversy surrounding him potentially throwing out the first pitch at a Yankees game.
Donald Trump was also a big proponent of getting baseball started up again after the delay
due to COVID-19, which could also contribute to his significant representation in the dataset.

There were five main clusters of people within the dataset that I found. These clusters were
Yankees, Red Sox, influencers, politics, and random accounts. The clusters that I classified as
Yankees and Red Sox had significant overlap. This makes sense because people talking about
the Yankees and Red Sox are retweeting similar baseball tweets. These clusters are two
different communities, but they are a part of the larger baseball community. The politics
cluster was also interesting to see. There were a lot of political events happening at the same
time the season was going on, so the same people that were talking about the Yankees and
Red Sox were also retweeting political accounts.

The main topics in my dataset revolved around politics rather than baseball topics. Trump’s
potential first pitch was the biggest topic of my dataset. COVID-19 and the Black Lives
Matter movement also made up two more big topics. In a normal season, I would expect that
the topics would revolve more around baseball. This year was such a crazy year with the
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global pandemic and a lot of highly political events happening which were the main topics
discussion on Twitter. These discussions were prevalent even in a dataset collected about the
Yankees and Red Sox.

Sentiment in tweets talking about the Yankees and Red Sox over the course of the season was
positive. The Red Sox sentiment was slightly higher positive than Yankees sentiment. This is
surprising because the Red Sox had such a terrible season, while the Yankees did not reach
expectations, but still had a good year. I would have expected the Yankees sentiment to be a
lot higher than the Red Sox sentiment. I believe the Red Sox low expectations going into the
year made it not surprising for fans when they were playing terribly. Sentiment on Twitter
was not that negative because the fans expected it. The Yankees were expected to win the
World Series and when they were not living up to expectations sentiment on twitter was not
as positive as it probably should have been based on the Yankees performance. Performance
of teams seems to not be the only factor that effects the sentiment of fans. Expectation for the
team plays a big role influencing sentiment.

Limitations and Future Research
The conclusions drawn from this paper are based on Tweets collected in the 2020 MLB
season. This season was unique in that it was greatly affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. It
was reduced from a 162-game season down to a 60-game season. The data is based on these
unique conditions. It made this paper more interesting in some respects, but it also placed
limitations on the conclusions. The same study will have to be conducted during a normal
season to confirm if the findings from this year are unique or will the same conclusions be
found during a regular season.
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